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altium designer provides you with
a pcb-to-gerber file converter for
standard rs-274x and x2 formats.
support for ipc-2581 rev a and rev

b files can be created using the
ipc2581 extension. with altium
designer, you can create and
export your pcb layout and

assembly data in these and other
standard formats, and you can
import native file formats from
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other eda tools. you can then
modify and export your design

using the pcb-to-gerber file
converter. you can also export

design data in other file formats
that are preferred by different
manufacturers. you can create

your own pcb-to-gerber file
converters by making use of the
extensions mechanism in altium

designer. the extensions
mechanism is a way of setting
altium designer's features and

tools to your specific
requirements. using this

approach, you can create new
pcb-to-gerber file converters by
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creating your own extensions
module. this is the ideal way to

create a pcb-to-gerber file
converter if you require more

than the standard features of the
designer. we are going to create

our own pcb-to-gerber file
converter. we are going to create

our own pcb-to-gerber file
converter because we don't have

the time to develop a general
purpose pcb-to-gerber file

converter that would support all
the required features.

customizing the behavior of the
platform through altium designer

to produce the optimum pcb
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design for your applications,
including automated routing and

circuit optimization is another
way to go. the altium designer
has a great gcode editor which
you can use to easily program

and automate the gcode that the
printer will use.
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so how does the converter work?
it looks for the appropriate gerber
file format in the file path. then it
reads all the information from the
original gerber file and generates

the same gerber file with this
information as you specified. you
can see the generated gerber file
in the dialog box. convert pg10 to
pg10. pg10 is the standard gerber

file format for eagle. i think it
would be in geagle's best interest
to provide a converter to use the
same format as eagle uses. this
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would allow other users to use
both programs. they have to have
a converter to use the tool in the
first place. if a converter can be

made that converts from geagle's
pg10 to eagle's format that would

be a big help. the converter is
very easy to use. just enter the

folder of the file you want to
convert, select the output file
format and click "convert". the

converter will look for the
appropriate gerber file format in
the folder you selected. then it

reads all the information from the
original gerber file and generates

the same gerber file with this
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information as you specified. the
converter provides you with an

option of output coordinate
system. you can choose the x y z

or the +- x y z coordinate
systems. there is also an option of
rotating the coordinate system by

90 degrees. the tool does not
have any options to set whether
the offset should be negative or
positive. you can make several

changes to the output gerber file.
you can modify a gerber file to be
in a different font. you can use a
different style. you can remove

unnecessary information. you can
change the color of the gerber
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file. you can also edit the
geometry information of the

gerber file. 5ec8ef588b
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